Survey: Map Evansville
Map Evansville: The Tri-State Area's LGBT-Supportive Services Directory.

Thank you for showing interest in participating in Map Evansville.
The survey we are asking you to complete is broad as to encompass many different service providers,
organizations, and businesses; hence, some of the questions may not apply to, or be applicable for, your
specific organization or business and that is okay! Simply choose not applicable, neither likely or unlikely,
or unsure when you feel the questions do not apply to you. Given the questions are broad and will not be
applicable to some, we may ask you a few follow-up questions upon completion of the online survey to
clarify any information.
Our goal is to offer a quality tool for our community that they will be able to use for many years to come.
We reserve the right to remove any listing on the Map Evansville website that contains incorrect
information.
I have read the instructions.

Demographic and Contact Information

Please indicate the name of your business, organization, or group. If you are an individual service
provider (e.g., therapist), please indicate your full name. *

Please indicate the street address and phone number of your business, organization, or group. *

Please indicate the name and title of the person completing this survey. *

Please indicate your email address. *

Please provide your business, organization, or group’s website. If you do not have a website, type no
website. *

Equal Employment Opportunity and Benefits

Indicate the categories included in your workplace nondiscrimination or equal opportunity policy by
checking all that apply. *
Not applicable
Age
Disability
National Origin
Race/Color
Religion
Pregnancy
Sex (biological)
Gender Identity/Expression
Sexual Orientation
Other

Does your business/organization offer health insurance coverage to employees’ same-sex partners? *
Yes, we offer same-sex partner coverage.
No, but we are planning on amending the policies to include same-sex partner coverage.
No, we do not include same-sex partner coverage.
We do not offer health insurance coverage to any employees.

What other health benefits does your business/organization offer to employees’ same-sex partners
(choose all that apply)? *
Vision
Dental
Spouse/partner’s dependent coverage
COBRA (or equivalent) benefits
We do not offer these health benefits to any employees.
We do not offer health benefits to same-sex partners.
Other

Does your business/organization have a health insurance plan that affords coverage for individuals who

are transgender and includes the mental/medical services associated with transitioning genders? *
Yes, we have at least one health insurance plan that provides coverage.
No, but we plan on implementing an option in the next year.
No, we do not have a health insurance option with such coverage.
We are unable to determine so at this time.
We do not offer health insurance coverage to any employees.

Public Engagement and Citizenship

Does your business/organization openly support local, state, and/or federal policies that promote
equality for those who are gay, lesbian, and/or transgender?
Yes, we openly support policies that advocate equality.
No, but we would be interested in learning how to show support for such policies.
No, we do not openly support such policies due to company restrictions.
No, we do not openly support such policies.
Prefer not to answer.

How comfortable or uncomfortable do you believe your customers/clients would be if you sponsored or
co-sponsored events with local groups that openly serve the gay and lesbian community? *
Very comfortable
Somewhat comfortable
Neither comfortable or uncomfortable
Somewhat uncomfortable
Very uncomfortable
Unsure

How comfortable or uncomfortable do you believe your customers/clients would be if you sponsored or
co-sponsored events with local groups that openly serve the transgender community? *
Very comfortable
Somewhat comfortable
Indifferent
Somewhat uncomfortable
Very uncomfortable
Unsure

Employer-Employee Climate

On company/business documents that require people to identify their gender, is there an option for those
who identify as transgender and/or transitioning? *
Yes, we have options for more than two genders.

No, but we would be interested in learning how to modify our documents.
No, we only have male/female options.
Not applicable.

If an employee came out as gay or lesbian, do you feel this would create tension within your
business/organization or among other employees? *
Yes
No
Unsure
Not applicable

If an employee began to transition genders, do you feel this would create tension within your
business/organization or among other employees? *
Yes
No
Unsure
Not applicable

Consumer and Client Climate

How likely or unlikely are you to intervene when a customer is being treated poorly by an employee
because of his/her sexual orientation? *
Very likely
Somewhat likely
Neither likely or unlikely
Somewhat unlikely
Very unlikely
Unsure
Not applicable

How likely or unlikely are you to intervene when a customer is being treated poorly by an employee
because of his/her gender identity and/or gender expression? *
Very likely
Somewhat likely
Neither likely or unlikely
Somewhat unlikely
Very unlikely
Unsure
Not applicable

What type of restrooms does your business/organization have (choose all that apply)? *

Male
Female
Family
Unisex
Not applicable

Your Listing on the Searchable Map

Please provide a brief description (2-3 sentences) of the services you provide for us to include in the
searchable database/map.

If you have any questions or further comments, please let us know here and we will get back with you.
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